
DevOps: Key to Your Qlik Sense Development
Business intelligence teams adopt a DevOps delivery strategy for
their ability to handle growing responsibilities. For CI/CD practices
to work, proper documentation and backups are vital to
maintaining production cycles. Rapid and frequent change
requests mean things can go wrong and, when they do, being able
to revert is crucial. 

Zero-touch Version Control
Ticket System Integration
Embedded Rollback
Merging Apps & Sheets
Continuous Deployment
Build, Review, Document &
Deploy Changes
Full Audit Trail
Analytics over Analytics

Soterre for Qlik Provides:

Trusted and Optimized Qlik Sense®
Environments

Soterre for Qlik Sense® Product Sheet
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Zero-Touch Version Control Streamlines Your Development
Without change management and version control, your delivery
schedule can easily become hindered. Motio's Soterre supports
the DevOps lifecycle by continuously monitoring your Qlik
environment for changes and versioning content in the
background, without impeding your development process. Track
all changes over time and revert individual changes as needed.
Soterre can also merge changes from multiple versions
seamlessly via its tagging capability, meaning changes from
numerous users or multiple edits can be brought together,
collaboratively.

Soterre has proven to be in-valuable to
us and has quite literally “saved our
bacon” on a couple of occasions when
we thought we’d irretrievably lost apps
or sheets from our live environment. One
of the main selling features for us was
the fact Soterre allows us to restore app
specific elements i.e. tables, KPI’s &
even bookmarks in an app. In a nutshell,
Soterre has been a huge asset to Vygon
UK and one that has given us a tangible
ROI within the first year! Highly
recommended software.
- Mark Allen, Vygon



Soterre Creates an Automated Continuous Delivery Process
Soterre also supports your BI strategy by automating the delivery
process. With Soterre, users can easily schedule delivery and move
content between environments. No more copying files or providing
server access!

Without automation through tooling, DevOps practices are restricted.
Soterre protects the lifecycle, eliminating unnecessary risk and
streamlining deployment processes along the way. 

Apply BI Analytic Principles to Your Own Qlik Development
A Qlik development team has targets. They have KPIs and need
dashboards to monitor their progress. In other words, they need Qlik
Sense to manage their processes and workflows. Soterre equips Qlik
apps that contain all the needed information. 

All of this makes you Audit Ready 
Implementing CI/CD with Soterre creates an environment that is audit
ready without additional effort. You're able to answer any questions
whether they come from internal auditors or external regulators.

Capture Development
Knowledge
Obtain Faster Delivery
Reduce Development
Efforts
Improve Quality
Enhance Management &
Controls

After Implementing Soterre
You Will:
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Trusted and Optimized Qlik Sense®
Environments

Soterre for Qlik Sense® Product Sheet

“To create an app for a new client in a
development environment and deploy it to
production, has gone from a day to an
hour (using Soterre).” 
- Jan-Willem van Essen, Baker Tilly

“Because of Soterre, I am no longer
restrained by administrative tasks and
creating unscheduled backups. This
enables me to focus on how I can
empower people every day. And you can’t
put a price tag on that.” 
- Sean Bruton, VTCT

“It’s nice to have Soterre there as a
safeguard so if we need to roll something
back quickly we can, all without having to
go through version-controlled scripts to
figure out what changed and when. The
amount of time we’re saving percentage-
wise is a huge number.” 
- Ryan Buschert, RAS


